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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This study has for Its purpose the application of vecto¬
rial methods and operations to certain areas of mechanics in¬
volving the motion and equlllbrlxim of rigid bodies. In show¬
ing these the efficiency and superiority of the use of direct¬
ed magnitudes over ordinary scalars is exemplified.
Chapter II is a brief review of the basic elementary
theory of Vector Analysis, It includes definitions, opera¬
tions, and essential featiires necessary for thinking vecto-
rlally and explains the various mathematical physics tools
and operations used in Chapter III and Chapter IV,
Chapter III deals with explanations and applications
peculiar to Statics of Rigid Bodies.
Chapter IV is devoted to a concise application of Vector
Analysis to certain beginnings of I^namlcs. In it we shall
attempt to give an Interpretation of equations of motion for
translation, rotation and motion of the centroid of a rigid
body.
Chapter V contains some Illustrative examples, problems,
involving equations of motion.
The growing use of vectors and vectorial methods in
mathematics and in physics has been a basic element in the
rapid rise of these sciences diirlng the last two decades.
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Our interpretations of the applications of vector methods
in solving problems in Dynamics should be of special interest
to students taking an introductory course in Vector Analysis




Definition of Vectors and Related Terma.— A vector la a
quantity which possesses direction as well as magnitude.
Velocity, electric current, magnetic flux, stresses and
strains, flow of heat are vector quantities.
A vector may be called the assemblage of two points In
space, taken In a definite order, and of the straight line
comprised between them. Evidently, then three specifications
are needed to completely describe a vector, namely,
(1) The origin or Initial point.
(2) The direction.
(3) The length which la the distance from the Initial to
the terminal point.
Thus the typical vector Is the displacement of translation In
space.
A quantity possessing magnitude but no direction la
'^called a scalar. Mass, density, temperature, energy, poten¬
tial, are all scalar quantities. The typical scalars are the
signed numbers of ordinary algebra.
Any vector quantity may be represented graphically by an
arrow. In fig. 1, the tail of the arrow 0, Is called the
origin; the head. A, Is called the end or terminus.
Symbolically a vector may be denoted by two letters, the
first one indicating the origin, the second one the terminus.
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A small arrow is often placed over these letters to in¬
dicate more exactly that the quantity considered is a vector.
Thus, OA denotes the vector beginning at 0, ending at A, and
pointing in the direction from 0 to A, This notation while
useful is at times cumbersome. Hence more usually a vector
in this study will be denoted by a single letter, which in¬
volving more than a mere scalar is written with a small
horizontal bar above it to distinguish it from purely scalar
quantities.
In fig. 1, the vector a means the going of the distance
OA in the direction 0 to A from any point in space as origin.
Equality of Directed Magnitudes. Ne3;atlve. Unit, Recin-
rocal Vectors.— Vectors having the same length (magnitude)
and the same direction are equal vectors regardless of their
»
origin. Thus in fig, 2, n and are equal vectors.
The vector having the same magnitude as P^Q,^ but
the opposite direction, is defined as the negative of P^Q^.
If P^Q^ is denoted by a, can be denoted by -a,
A unit vector is one whose magnitude is unity. Such a
vector is denoted by adding the suffix 1 to the symbol rep¬
resenting the vector.
The vector a may be considered as a vector, a times as
long as a^^, and hence we write;
* a = aa^.
Any vector is the product of its imit vector into its
magnitude.















The vector parallel to a but whose length is the recip¬
rocal of the length of a is said to be the reciprocal of a.
So that if a = aa^^
1 —1 —
then = a - s-l .
Ot III -
a
Composition of Vectors.— To obtain graphically the s\im
of two vectors P and Q, draw Q starting from the terminus of
P; the line Joining the origin of P with the terminus of Q
is the sum in question. In other words, it is the diagonal
of the parallelogram of which the two vectors P and Q are the
sides.
The sum (PfQ,) is the same as (Q+P). If there are more
than two vectors to be added, the siim of the first two may
be taken and the third added to it as in fig. 4, then to the
resultant add the next vector and so on.
A moment's consideration of fig. 4 will show that if we
draw the vectors one after the other in a chain, each new one
from the terminus of the last one drawn, the line Joining the
origin of the first one to the terminus of the last one is
the vector sum of them all.
If in the vector sum of several vectors, the origin of
the first vector and the terminus of the last vector coincide--
the vectors form a closed polygon—their sum is zero.
A vector is said to be subtracted when it is added after
reversal of direction. Symbolically, P-'^ = P 4- (-^). Let P





which P and Q, are the sides. The diagonal OC — G is the sxim
(P+Q) of the two vectors. Next complete the parallelogram
of which P and -Q :r OQ^ are the sides. Then the diagonal
OD = D will be the sum of P and the negative of Q, (i.e., the
vector (P-Q)).
Any curve may be considered to be built up of an infinite
number of infinitely short vectors, their directions being at
every point along the tangent to the curve.
If da represents any one of these small vectors, then by
adding them all, the resultant AB is obtained. The operation
of adding this infinite number of infinitesimal vectors may
be represented by an integration sign, thus:
- PB _
AB ^ da.
Fig. 6 shows this vector sum graphically.
Decomposition of Vectors into their Components.— From
fig. 7 it is evident that any vector M may be considered as
the sum of any number of component vectors joined end to end
as in vector addition. The first vector begins at the origin
of M, and the last one ends at the terminus of M, thus;
M = a-|-b+^+d4e.
The vectors M, a, b, c, d, e need not lie in one plane.
Vectors all of which lie in or parallel to the same plane are
said to be coplanar.
In particular it is often convenient to decompose a vec¬
tor into two or three components at right angles to each




coplanar; three, when they are not coplanar.
The Three Unit Vectors Alonp; the Coordinate Axes.— The
three vectors, T, 3, k denote three vectors of tinit length
drawn respectively in the directions of the x-, y-, and z-
axes of a right-handed rectangular system.
In terms of these vectors, any vector r may be expressed
as r = xT -f y3 t zk. The coefficients X» y» z are the ordi¬
nary Cartesian coordinates of the terminus of r if its origin
be situated at the origin of coordinates. The components of
r parallel to the x-, y-, and z- axes as shown in fig. 8 are
respectively
xl, y3, zk.
The rotations about T from 3 to k, about 3 from k to i
and about k from i to 3 are all positive /^,2l7.
xi, yj, and zk are the three projections of r along the
three axes respectively. If ,ir* are the direction angles
of any vector parallel to OC, then
X r cos ,
y = r cos d ,
z - r cos Y .
This decomposition of a vector into two or three rectang¬
ular components is of the utmost importance and is the con¬
necting link between the two or three dimensional Cartesian
and Vector Analysis, respectively 1^.
If two vectors are given,
a = a^i -fa2j+a5k
and ’B = b^T -fb23+b3k
their sum is evidently




This may be extended to the sum of n vectors and shows
that the components of the sum of n vectors are equal to the
Siam of their components, so that
1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1
The Dot or Scalar Product of two Vectors«— A quantity of
frequent occiarrence In mechanics Is the product obtained by
multiplying the magnitude of one vector by the magnitude of
the projection of a second vector upon It. This Is called
the scalar or dot product of the two vectors.
The scalar product of two vectors a and b, denoted by
a*b, is a scalar defined by the equation
a*b = ab cos(ab) = b*a.
This equation shows that the scalar (dot) product of two
vectors may be looked upon as the product of the length of
one of the two vectors multiplied by the projection of the
length of the other upon it, or
OA X OD = OB X OC.
If the two vectors a and b are perpendicular to each
other, cos(ab) = cos(90°) = 0 and their scalar product is
zero. The condition, then, of perpendicularity of two finite
vectors Is that their scalar product be zero. Or, if a«b = 0,
then a J_ b.
A graphical interpretation of the dot product of two vec¬
tors OA and OB mentioned above Is shown In fig. 9.
If "a and"b are collinear the angle between them becomes




zero or one hundred and eighty degrees and its cosine Is
therefore equal to + 1, Hence the scalar product of two
parallel vectors is nTimerlcally equal to the product of their
lengths. The sign of the product is positive when the direc¬
tions of the vectors are the same; negative when they are
opposite 567-
If a and b are parallel vectors, cosCab) = 1 and a*b =
ab(l) = ab and in particular if a = p, b*b = (b)(b) = b .
The scalar product of a vector into itself is often written
as the square of the vector, thus
^."b =’b^.
In general to get the magnitude of a vectorial expression
it is only necessary to get the dot product of the given vec¬
torial expression into Itself, and the result is the square
of the absolute value or magnitude of the given vectorial ex¬
pression.
Since the unit vectors T, 3 ^ ^re mutually perpen¬
dicular, it follows that
i-I = 3-3 = k-k = i^ = 32 = = 1
and i*j = J*i = J»k = k»J = k»i = i«k = 0.
The Vector or Cross Product of two Vectors.— The vector
product of two vectors a and b is a vector, written axb and
is defined by the equation
axb = 6 ab slnfab) = -bxa.
Where £ is a unit vector, normal to the plane of a and b and
so directed that as you turn the first named vector a into
the second one b, £ points in the direction that a right-
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handed screw (cork-screw) would progress if turned in the ,
same manner, axb is a vector perpendicular to both a and b
and whose magnitude may be represented by the area of the
parallelogram of which a and b are the adjacent sides as
shown in fig. 10,
• t ■ t-'* ^
The sense of this vector is pxiTely conventional but is
taken to conform with the more’.usual system of axes, (i.e,,
the right-handed one
According to this convention if the factor b came first
instead of “a, in the product, the only difference would be
in the reversal of the sense of so that
axb =-bxa.
It is this change of sign, when the order of the factors
is changed, that the vector product differs from the product
of ordinary algebraic or scalar quantities. It is therefore
necessary when manipulating vector products to preserve the
order of the factors or, at every change of order to intro¬
duce a minus sign as a factor.
If a and b be finite vectors and axb = 0^ then a|| b as
the sine of their Included angle must be zero. This, then is
the condition for parallelism of the two vectors a and b.
Since any vector is parallel to Itself, axa =0.
Since the unit vectors T, "J, k are mutually perpendicular,
it follows immediately from the definition that
Jxk = I = -kxj
ExT = 3 = -TxE
1x3 = k = -3xi.
I0(X^
7~He \y/EC7-oa oj€ C^oss J^Jto0i/cr- T^a 1/fecro^S
/^/d. /o
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The cyclical order of the factors in the above equations
should be observed.
We have also,
Txi = 3x3 = kxk = 0 /T, 3^.
Cartesian Expansion for Vector Products.— A vector, pro¬
duct may sometimes be expressed advantageously in terms of
the components of its vectors.
Let e = e^^i 4 02^ 4
and f = fil .4 + fjk.
Then exf = (e^^i 4 e23 + x (fj^i + f23 4 t-^) (1)
= e^f^(lxl) 4 e^f2(ix3) 4 e^^f^Clxk) 4 e2f2(3xl)
4 e2f2(3x3) 4. 02f3.(3xk).4 e^f^CkxT) 4 e2f2(kx3)
4 ejfj(kxk).
But TxT = 3xJ = kxk = 0 and. since
3xk = T = -kx3,
and kxT = 3 = -Txk,
1x3 = k = -3x1,
ihen exf = e2f3l “ ®3^2^ 4 ®3^iJ “ ®1^3^ 4 ~ e2f]_k
— (®2^3~®3^2^^ ^ (®3^]_“®2_^3^J 4 (®2_f2“®2^1






This is a useful form for the vector product. As pre¬
viously stated, if the vector product is zero, the vectors,
if finite, are parallel. This condition in terms of the
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magnitudes of their projections on the axes Is given by no¬
ting In (2) the three coefficients of 1, J, and k must sep¬
arately vanish, or again from the determinant form by notic¬
ing that two rows must be proportional, or that
_®L = ®2 ^ ^3
^1 ^2".^ ^3
Vector and Scalar Products Involvinp; three Vectors.— The
triple product v — a*(bxc) is a scalar and represents the
volume of a paralleloplped of which the three conterminous
edges are a, b, and c. bxc is the area of the base represent¬
ed by a vector OS J. to this base; the scalar product of a and
the vector OS will be this area multiplied by the projection
of the slant height a along it, or, in other words, the vol¬
ume. This volume, v, may be obtained by forming the vector
products of any two of the three vectors a, b and c (thus
giving the area of one of the faces) and forming the scalar
product of this vector-area with the remaining third vector,
it follows that
V = b•(cxa) = c•(axb) = a•(bxc).
If the vectors (cxa), (axb), and (bx^) are taken so that they
form an acute angle with b, c, and a, respectively, then the
volume is to be considered positive, the cosine term in the
scalar product being positive.
Fig. 11 gives a graphical interpretation of v = a*(bxc).
Otherwise the volume is to be considered negative. Of
course the inversion of the factors in the vector products






y^aa/r/oA/ /sAfo yS*y^7'^^<^^yoA/ o/^ x/^cziaes
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V E b*(^xa) = (cxa)*b = -b*(axc) = -(axc)*b
= c‘(axb) = (axb)*c = -c*(bxa) = -(bxa)«c
= a»(bxc) = (bxc)»a = -a«(cxb) = -(cxb)*a.
By a consideration of these equalities the following laws
may be seen to hold:
1, The sign of the scalar triple product is unchanged as
long as the cyclical order of the factors is unchanged.
2, For every change of cyclical order a minus sign is
Introduced.
3, The dot and the cross may be changed at will
The product a-(b3d^ may be written in terms of the compo¬
nents of its vectors along any three rectangular Cartesian
axes.
Let a = a^T f I a^k.
and b = b^l + bgj \ b^k,
c = c^^I + cgl + Cjk,
'fhen a*(bxc) = /a^^i + -f
(c^^l 4 C2J 4 (1)
and using the determinant form of expressing bxc or the ex¬
pression to the right of the dot in the right member of (1)
we get
a»(bxc) =[a3^I + agl + a^k) •






a* (bxc) = (a^^i -I- agj + a^k) • (b2C5T-b3C2i + bjCiJ -biC3J -f
b]_C2k-b2Cik) = a]^b2C3(I*I) -a3^b3C2(I*T) f a^^bjc^^d* j) - a^^b^^
03(1* J) + a]^b]^C2(l*k) - a2^b2C]^(i'k) f a2^2°30*l) “ a2b3C2
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(J*i) f a2bje^(j*j) - | a2b^C2(j’k) - a2b2C^
(3*k) + a^b2Cj(k*T) - a^b^C2(k*I) -j- a^bjC^(k‘3) - a^b^Cj(k*3)
f a5b]^C2(k*k) - a5b2C]^(k*k)
But I*I = k*k = 3*3 = 1
and i*J = J»k = k*i = 0»
(3) becomes on simplifying,
a*(bxc) — a^b2C^— a2_bjC24' a2b^C2^— a2b2^c^4 ajb2^C2“

















The above determinant is the familiar determinant ex¬
pression for the volume of a paralleloplped with one corner
at the origin.
The twelve expressions illustrating a triple scalar pro¬
duct are often written In one, as ^bc/, a special symbol of
abbreviation taken from Grassmann and is called the Grassmarm
£abc7*
The triple product q = ax(bxc) Is a vector. In this ex¬
pression the parenthesis, or some separating symbol is nec¬
essary, as ax(bxc) ^ (axb)x^. The sign of this product
changes every time the order of the factors a and (bx'^ls
changed in ax(bxc), or whenever the order of the factors b
and "c is changed in CBxc). The vector product being always
perpendicular to both of its components, q is perpendicular
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to a as well as to bxc, hence
q•a = 0 and q•(bxc) = 0.
The product ax(bxc) may be written in terms of the com¬
ponents of its vectors along any three rectangular Cartesian
axes.
Let a = a^i + agj a^k,
and b = b^I i bgl 4 b^k,
c — c^i Cgj 4 c^jk.
If we use the determinant form for finding the cross product
of two vectors then ax(bxc) becomes
(a^^i 4- 3.^^ 4 S'jk) X bi bg b^
°1 °2 (1)
And expanding the determinant we get




4a2bj^C2)|a^b2C^(kxi ) -a^b^Cg (kxi )4a^b^c^ (kx3)
^5)
But ixT =, 3x7 = k3^ = 0 and
ix3 = k = -3xi, 3xk = T = -kx3, kxT = 3 = -Txk.
Hence (3) becomes on simplifying
ax(bxc) = (a2b]_C2~a2b2C2^4®’3^1® ) 1
f(a^b2C^-a^b^C24a^b2C^-a^b^C2)3
4 (a^b ^c a^b ^c ^4 2^3°2“^ 2^2° 3 ^^ (4)
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If we add (a^b^c^-a^b^c^)T to the first parenthesis,
(agbgCg-agbgCg)^ to the second and (ajb^Cj-a^b^Cj)k to the
third then (4) becomes
ax(bxc) — ^a2b]^C2“a2b2C2^4a^b^ca^bjC^^'fa^b^c^—a^^b^c^y/ i
•f^a^bgc^-ajb|j02^^^]_^2®1~®2^^2^2®2""^'^'^2/ ^
|/^3^b3Ci-a]^b]^C3fa2b3C2-a2b2C3+a3b3e3-a3b3C^ k ; ^(3)
By factoring (5) we get
ax(bxc) = ^bi(a]^ci+a2C2fa5C3)-C]^(a]^bi+a2b2fa3b5)/ i
•f^^2(a^^c^'^agCg'fa^cj)“^2(a^b^'J’a2b24a^b^)/ J
•f^b3(aj^c-j^4®'2®2'^^3^3^^k • • • *(6)
Simplifying (6) by factoring the right member tue <jet"
ax(bxc) = (b^T+b2T4b^k)(a^c^+a2C24 a^c^)
- (c^I-fCgH c^k) (a^b^4a2b2+a^b^) (7)
But b^i4'b2J+b3k = b, a^c^4a2C249'3C3 = a»c,
and 0^1402^403!^ = c> ®'2^b^4®'2!^2‘^®'3^3 ~ ^'‘b.
Hence substituting the above values in (7) we get
‘t»ax(bxc) = b(a«c)-c(a*b) (8)
X.
The expression a(bxc) is not defined. a(b»c) is simply
the vector a multiplied by the scalar quantity (b«c) and is
a vector in the same direction as a but be cos(bc) times as
long. This triple product then offers no new difficulties.
The expressions a*(b.c) and ax(b«c) are absurd and mean-
ingle ssj because they are the scalar product and vector pro-
duct^*^equlre a vector on each side of the cross or dot.
The triple vector product (axb)xc may be written in
terms of the components of its vectors along any three rec-
- tangular Cartesian axes.
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Let a = f
b = b^^I+bgl+bjk,
and c = c^l-tcgJtc^k »
i J k
(axb)x^ = ag aj
bg bj




agb^i “a^bgi ^a^b^ j —a^^b^ J ^a^^bgk—a^b^k •
Hence (axb)xc = (a2b^l-a^b2l+a^b^J-a^b^J4a^b2k-a2bik)
x(c^ItC2'j4c2k) (2)
(axb)xc =r a2b5C2^(Txi)-ajb2C;L(ixi)-i-a-jb]^C3^('JxT)-a^b5C]^(3xT)
+a^b2C^ (kxT) -a2b^c^ (kxl) fa2b^C2 (1x3) -a^b2C2(Ix3) fa^b^C2 (3x3)
-a^b^Cg (3x3) |a^b202 (kx3)-^2\ °2 ^ ^■^3^2°3 ^
+ajb^c^(33^)-a^bjC^(3xk)fa^b2Cj(kxk)-a2b^C2(kxk) .... (3)
«»t Txi = 3x3 = kxk = 0 and
^3 = k = -'3x1, 3xk = I = -kx3, kxl = 3 = -13^.
Simplifying equation (3) we obtain
^■3^1°! ^ ) “^1^3(“k)+a^b2(J ) -agb^(3) fa2b2C2 (k) -a^b2C2 (k)
+a^b2C2( -I) -a2b]^C2( -1 )+a2bjCj( -3 )-a^b2C2( -3 )+ajb^Cj(T )-
^•1^303(1) ......(4)
(axb)xc = (a^bj^Cj-a^^b^c^lagb^Cg-a^bgCg)!
\ (a^b2C^-a2b^c^-|-a^b2C j-a2bjCj )3
4.(a2bjC2-ajb2C2+a^b^Cj^-a^b^c^)k ........ (5)
Adding (a^b^c^-a^b^c^)l to the first parenthesis above in (5)»
Tedding (a2b2C2-a2b2C2)3 to the second parenthesis and
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adding (a^b-jCj-a^b-jC-j)!^ to the third parenthesis we obtain
(axb)xc = (ajb2_C5-a2^bj5C^-fa2b]^C2“9'iti2®2‘t®'l^l®l~®'l^l®l)^
4 (a^^bgC^^—a2bQ^C2^4®'^^2®^""^2^3^3^^2^2^2~^2^2^2 ^ ^
4(8'2^3®2~^3^2^2^^1^3^1”^3^1^1'^^3^3^3~^3^3^3
If we factor the right side of (6) we get
(axb)xc = ^^(a^c^fa2C2fa^c^)-a^(b^c^4b2C24b^Cj)J^ i
'V^3*^1°1^^2°2+®3°3**®3^'’i°1'*’’2°2'*'^3°3!7 ^ . • • (7)
Taking out common polynomial factors we obtain
(5xB)xc = (b^ifb2l4b^k)(a^c^fa2C24a^c^)-(a^l4a23+a^k)
(^iOi+^2M^3°3^ (8)
But b^T4b234b2k = b, a^c^4a2C24a^Cj = a*'c
and a^i4a2Ha^k = %, b^c^4b2C24'b^Cj = b'c#
Hence making the above substitutions in (8) we obtain
(axb)x^ = b(a*'c)-a(b*c).
Differentiation of Vectors.— If a small vector db is added
to the vector b, the result will be a new vector.
(a) If the small vector which is added is neither parallel
to b nor perpendicular to b, the result will be a new vector
b -f db differing from b not only in length but also in direc¬
tion.
(b) If the small vector which is added is perpendicular
to b, then there is a change in the direction but the length
of b will remain unchanged.
(c) If the small vector which is added is parallel to b,
then its length will change but the direction of b will re¬
main unchanged.
I2aj
Tiva Vs/kv'S />v which a \/kcroH A/av \/ary
/va /Z
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Let the vector b(t) be a function of a scalar variable t.
In other words, let its length and direction be known and de¬
terminate as soon as a value of t is given.
Let OB]^ be the value of b(t) when t = t^, and let OB^ be
the value of b(t) when t = tg. Then the change in b(t) due
to the change in t of tg-t^ la
®1®2 “ shown in fig. 13.
Dividing this equation by tg-t^ in order to find the rate of
change and making tg-t^ infinitely small, we define
db
_ lim b(t9)-b(ti ) (1)
dt tg—t^—o t2"t2^
If t2-t^ = h, where h is some small scalar, and i-f t=t2^,
the above equation, (1), may be written
db _ 11m b(t+h)-b(t) .
dt h=o h
If b is expressed in terms of its components along the
x; y; z axes, then b = b2T+b2T-|-bjk
and db
_ db^i + dbg .1 -t- db,k .
dt “ dt dt dt
d^b
_ d^bi T+ d^b2 T+ d^b3‘k.
dt \dt/- dt^ dt^ dt^ “dt^
Similarly for the higher derivatives we may write






But da*db being very small can be neglected.
Hence d(a*b) = a*db-da*b.
If we divide the above equation by dt we obtain
d , . db .a-l- da.b,
(a-b) = “dT dt
and if be denoted by p, then
dt
—^ (a.*b) = pa»b+a»pb =. b^pa4-pb*a«dt
In a similar manner
(axB) =-f-=cbVlx^,
or p(axb) = p(axb)+axpb.
Differentiations take place in vector analysis very much
as they do in scalar calculus, but with this important dif¬
ference, that the order of the factors must remain unchanged
in all expressions where a change in order of the vectors,
as previously explained, would not be allowable.
The formula
-^/a-(bxc)7 •(||xo)-3.(bx||)
an^—(bxc (bx'c)+ax (^xc) +ax (^x^)dt
show that where cross products are involved, a change of




THE STATICS OF A RIGID BODY
The Fundamental Problem In Statics.— Any forces which
urge a particle intersect in a common single point—the point
where the particle is located. It is comparatively easy to
find a single force—a vector called the equilibrant—which
will hold a particle in equilibrium. But in general we have
to deal with limited portions of matter-called bodies. These
have considerable size, e.g., ships, cars, machines; and when
two or more forces act upon a body of this type their direc¬
tions do not, in general intersect; and still less frequently
do they Intersect at a single point. The question at once
arises therefore as to the conditions under which such bodies
are in equilibrium. This is the fundamental problem in Sta¬
tics.
V/hen the reader considers a system of rigidly connected
particles he frequently wants to know at what point may the
weight of the system be supported by a single force and still
remain in equilibrium. If there be such a point as this—
and experiment shows that there is—we may, so far as the
action of the force is concerned, think of the entire weight
of the system as concentrated at this point, which is called
the "center of gravity” of the system •
Moment of Force about a Point.— A moment of a force
about a point is the product of the force by the distance of
21
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Its line of action from the point. In fig. 14, a vector of
magnitude hF represents the moment of F about 0, 2^
A moment may be defined as an algebraic quantity, being
taken as positive when it tends to turn the body in one
direction, usually counter clockwise, and negative in the
other case.
Let a force F act at a point (x, y) and let the compoj^—
of F along the axes be denoted by 3Q and YJ respectively.
The moment of YJ about 0 has a magnitude equal to Y times the
distance of its line of action from 0,'d4#'*l>^t'^*xY. The mo¬
ment tends to turn in a counter clockwise direction. The
moment of xT about 0 has a magnitude equal to X times the
distance of its line of action from 0, iihM»^'W*syX. yX tends
to rotate in a clockwise direction which we consider as?neg-
ative 4'i^€et’i oV*
Since the total turning effect by F is equal to the com¬
bined turning effect of the components of F, l.e., their sum;
then the moment of F about 0, the origin has a magnitude
xY-yX.
Torque on a Rigid Body.— Imagine a force F to act at any
point B(x, y, z) in the given body. In fig. 15, the
of the of a force F about a point 0 is defined as
the product of the magnitude of the force into its perpen¬
dicular distance from the point 0, or symbolically
F(0A) = F(r sin©-).
The vector M = rx!? represents in magnitude and direction
the moment of F about 0, where r is the vector to the point
XtOj
THJ- A/oa^£3V7- Fhx<Z£. ^BOt/r A /^Q/NT
f^/G. 14-
of application of the force. If the force F is the result—
of a number of forces F^, Fg"* • 3''t' "the same point
of application, then
rxF — rx(F^+F2+...) = rxF^-j-rxFg-f...
or, the moment of the resultant of a number of forces about
a given point is equal to the sum of the separate moments
about the point.
If F has components whose magnitudes are X, Y, ^ and if
has components whose magnitudes are My, the moment
of F about the origin may be immediately written down by
1 j k
M X y z
X r Z
l(yZ-«y)fj(aX-xZ)tk(xY-yX).
|^=(yZ-aY), |!j^= (*X-xZ), (xY-yX)So that
23^
~77/£ ToizQi/e: oa/ a Z^/g/d Ggoy-
CHAPTER IV
EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS OF A RIGID BODY
Equations for Translation.— The effective force on a
particle Is the resultant of all the forces acting on It.
These forces may be divided Into two classes, namely, the
Internal forces—and those which arise from outside bodies—
the external forces.
D'Alembert relying on Newton's third law of motion
made a shrewd guess that the Internal forces, taken by them¬
selves, form a system In equilibrium and that the system of
external forces Is equivalent to the system of effective
forces 131/•
Let any particle of a rigid body have a mass m and let
It be acted upon by external forces X, Y and Z. Let the In¬
ternal forces, say from cohesion, be denoted by P, Q and V.
Then If x, y, z be the coordinates of the particle, the equa¬
tions of translation for this particle are:
2 “
XtP = y+Q = m A 3; ZfV m d^z k
dP dP
or for the entire body.
2 —
-m d X '
dt
But by D'Alembert's prlnclpl =°-
Thus the equations for translation become
24
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Motion of Center of Gravity.— The center of gravity of
two masses (considered as situated at points) lies on the line
connecting the two masses and divides It Into two segments
which are Inversely proportional to the masses at their ex¬
tremities.
In finding the center of gravity of two systems of masses
each system may be replaced by a single mass equal In magni¬
tude to the sum of the masses In the system and situated at
the center of gravity of the system /4, 3^.
Given two masses m^^ and m2 having r2 as the vector to
their center of mass. If b^ Is a vector drawn from the origin
of r2 to the center of gravity of m^^ and if b2 Is the vector
drawn from the same origin to the center of gravity of m2, the
center of gravity of and m2 Is given by
m^^+nig
r2 = ”1^1 “^”^2^2 (1)
m^^+mg
If there Is a third vector a^ drawn to the center of
gravity of a third mass m^ added to the system, the center
of gravity of the system of three particles may be found by
considering the masses m^ and mg as a single mass (m^+mg)




Then = a^f (rp-a-^)*
w ni23^2”
m^-fmg+m^
Sj = ajmj-raOV^aL fsl
m^fnig+nij * * '
But r2 — m;j^a2^fm2a2 and re^lacin^ r2^1n equation^ (2)
ra-j^+m2
by its equal, m2^Q^fm2a2 » (2) becomes
m^fm2




The center of gravity of any number of masses m]^, m2,
m^..,mjj situated at the points a^^, a2, a^..,a^ may be found
in a similar manner.
rjj mj^a^-fm2a2'f0^3^34««
mj^tm2+m^4.. .4mj^ i-1 ^
S ®i
i-1
If M =^Lnii is the total mass of the system of particles
_ 1=1 _ ^ _
and r^ is the vector Id their center of mass, r =”5^ m. a. .n n i'riT' ^ 11—■- M
(5)
XU (Xj

















The position of the center of gravity (3^ ,7^ , z^ ) of any
system of particles has been defined by the following equa¬
tions :




(mj^yj^ ) = My^j^
zi ) = MXc-
The center of gravity of a rigid body does not change with
reference to a frame of axes fixed in the body; but when axes
are fixed in space the center of gravity moves with the body
and Is, of covirse, a function of time Just as the position of
the body Is.





(iii|^ d«^ ) = M .
dt“
The left hand menbers represent the magnitude of the
components of the momentiim of the system along the three
axes (X, y, ■2,); and the equations tell us that the component
of the momentum of a system in any direction is equal to the
entire mass of the system multiplied by the velocity of the
center of mass in that direction.
If we again differentiate these equations with respect
to time, remembering that the masses do not vary with time,
we obtain
The left members above represent the magnitude of the
effective forces acting upon the system; the sum of these
effective forces, resolved in any direction, is equal to the
total mass of the system multiplied by the component in that
29















Hence Ma^ where d^x^ + d^yg -J- d^a^ , the re-
dt^ dt^ dt^
sultant acceleration of the center of mass and^J:^^4^+^,
the sum of the external forces. And, the motion of transla¬
tion of the centroid of a system of bodies moves precisely
as if all the forces of the system were applied to the total
mass concentrated at that point.
Equations for Rotation.— Imagine a pulley mounted on a
shaft which rotates freely in its bearings, or a piece of
machinery mounted between centers in a lathe; and let us call
the axis of rotation, the axis of z. Let any partlnle of the
body have a mass m and suppose this particle to be acted upon
by external forces X and X> Let the external forces, arising,
say from cohesion, be denoted by P and Q. Then if x and y be
the coordinates of the particle, everything being referred to
one set of fixed axes, the equations of translation for this
30
particle are
ICiP = ® m = m^ I /4, 1387*
dt^
The equations of motion for rotation are obtained by-
taking moments about the axis of S, the moment of the ex¬
ternal forces about S. is (xY-yX); the moment of the inter¬
nal forces about is (xft-yP), and the moment of the total
force about 4 is
(xm d^y J-ym d'^x i2^ T
dt' dt"
).
Hence^~( xY-yX) j^Q,-»yP) d^y j - y d^x idt' dt' ).
But by D'Alembert’s principle, the torque of the internal
forces vanishes, so tha^ xQ-yP) :: 0





(xY-yX)--|^ (xm jiym ^ 1) = 0 . . , (1)
dt dt .
or the equation for rotatidh about the becomes
•jr-^xm ^ l-ym §x I) J^Y-yX) . . v (2)
dt dt iL,
f
* and similarly about the V-axls the equation for rotation is
'* d \ (zm dx T-xm d z k) ^^( 2X-xZ) (3)
,dt dt dt =/_
4
and the equation for natation about the Jt-axis can be written
(ym ^ k-zm ^ 3) (yZ-zY) . (4)
dt / ‘ dt dt
The left member of each of the above equations, (2), (3),
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and (4) represents the rate of change of the momentum of the
rotating body. Equation (2) is the equation for rotation
about the S-axis, (3) about the y-axls and (4) about the
axis. The right member represents the torque which the ex¬
ternal (effective) forces exert on the body.
CHAPTER V
PROBLEMS
1. Discuss the equation of motion of a particle moving
with an acceleration toward the center and proportional to
the inverse square of the distance from the center.
Let F be the force directed along the radius vector r
and the factor of proportionality where-i* is the inverse
square of the distance from the center 0* "^en, we get for
the equation of motion of the particle
r
(1)
The above equation states that the acceleration is directed
Inward l.e, the forces are attractive, hence the negative
sign in the right member of (1^
Since force is the. product of mass and acceleration l.e.
F = ma where m is the mass of the particle and a is its ac¬
celeration toward the center, we obtain on substituting the




But the acceleration is along the radius, a _ d^ since the
force is a function of time. We get on substituting in (2)
m d^ -kS
(3)
Dividing (3) by m we obtain
32
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^ = ^(-l-)r (4)
Let
(4) becomes — -h^— . . . . . . .
“TTs
dt r
But Is a unit vector in the direction of r and rzirrj^ where




Multiplying (7) by rx we get
rx d^r = rxr(-1:12*1 (8)
But the cross product of any vector into itself is equal
to zero i.e. rxr=0 and hence we get on simplifying (8)
(9)r X dfr _ Q
dt"
But r X^ ^(r X 0 ^dt2 dt dt ^ (c)dt
Hence ^(r x — d /—v
dt dt dt^°^ (10)
Multiplying the above equation by dt we obtain
d(r X dr) _ d(c) (11)
dt
Integrating (11), we get rx^=c (12)
dt
c is an arbitrary constant vector J. to both r and dr.
dt
(13)
Multiplying (7) by xc, we get
d r “ tJ- 'Zi ^ H
—5 X c — -h rxc. ......... ......dt^
But from (12), c = r x a,nd substituting this value in
(13) we get
d^ -jr 7 - -v?” ^
^ X ^ (14)
Dividing by the constant scalar we obtain
d r X c
_ --l..r X (r X ^) (15)
h^ - r5 dt
The triple vector product rx(rx(ir)—r(r.dr) dr(r.r).
dt dt dt
Hence (15) becomes on substituting the above
2- _
j^r_ X c
= "-V f - dr(r.7)| (16)h2 r^ (. dt dt J
Since the dot product of any vector into itself is the
—2 2
square of the magnitude of the vector, r.r = r = r .
Using r.r = r^ and,
getting the derivative of each member we obtain the equation
2r.dr ^ 2r dr
dt dt
and thus r.^ — r dr
“
dt*
When we substitute the above values, r^ for r.r and r
dt
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^2- -d r X c







Simplifylng (17) and placing the positive fraction of the
right member of (17) in front of the negative one, we obtain
2— —
d r X c
dt"
2— —









d X c ^




_ d + bSt ^
~dt - dt 1^ (19)
Multiplying (19) by dt we get










Where is the vector constant of integration and hence
is arbitrary in magnitude and direction, e is the magnitude
of 6*32^ and is a xonlt vector in an arbitrary direction.
Multiplying (20) by r, we get
r,(^ X c\




But r.(-^ X c) may be expressed as c»(rxdr) since the cyclic
dt
order of the vectors is preserved and by definition er.s^ =
ersQ^cosCrsij^). But since S]^ is of xinit length, er.S]^ — ercos
(rsi), and, also r.r = r^.
Substituting these relations properly in (21), it becomes
c.(r X dr)
dt 4 ercos (rs]^) (22)
But (r X ^) — c in equation (12)*
dt
Hence (22) becomes by our substituting, the above value and
simplifying
r i ercos(rs) (23)
Let P ~ and let cos -G-= cos (rs).
Then P = r -j- ercos (24)
Since r -f ercos-0-= P, r(l | ecos e-) = P,
^ “
l4ecos -©- (25)
This is the equation of a conic section of which e is the
eccentricity and P is the semi-latus vectum.
(a) If e<l, the equation r = P represents an^ ellipse.
IfecosS
There is no value of-0-for which r becomes infinite. There¬
fore there is no direction in which a line may be drawn to
meet an ®.llipse at infinity.
(b) If e 45 1, the equation r = P represents a
1+ecosG-
parabola. There is one value of -G-, -G = 180° for which r be¬
comes infinite. Therefore, there is one direction in which
PRTHS SHOvir/ 8y
(i) <i ^1) d-f/ \
{h)- tz.ij
(c^ €-o^ ^ clrc/e
(dj t>tj ^^kiff^zrUU
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a line may be drawn to meet a parabola at infinity;
(c) If e = 0, the equation r =: F represents a
1+ecosO-
circle. The semi-latus Tectum of the conic and radius will
be equal.
(d).If e > 1, the equation represents a hyperbola. There
are two values of-0-, -G-= cos“^(”^) and ©- =
2. Discuss the path of motion of a projectile. The
equation of motion is d r — (1)
which expresses the fact that the acceleration is always
vertically downward and due to gravity.
But d r
dt^ ir'l) --a s ax,
If we replace the above derivatives in (1) for their equals
we get
<2)
Multiplying the above by dt we obtain
= <a(it+Vo). '
Integrating the above we get
dr gt + v„ where v. is the constant" of Integration . (3)
dt - °
V is the velocity ^ at the time t=0.
dt
Multiplying (2) by dt, we obtain
dr ~ (gt + VQ)dt (4)
Integrating (4) we get r = -^-gt *f Vot + "Sq (5)
37(JC
A7or/e>A^ 0/=^ /I /^^o^£Crvi.£
\
Sq Is another constant of integration. It is the position
vector of the particle at time t = 0,
The equation says that starting at s^j^r the vector to any
point of the path may be found by adding to the vector sum
of the two motions v^t and -i-gt^.
Let us imagine that the projectile is projected horizon¬
tally from the point s with a velocity v^. The only other
force acting is gravity, which has no horizontal component,
so that the horizontal velocity remaing equal to Vq through¬
out the motion. The initial vertical component of velocity
is 0, but there is a downward acceleration g. Thus after jk.
time t, the horizontal distance described is v^t, while the
vertical distance fallen is ^gt .
’ If we denote the horizontal distance described by x and
the vertical distance fallen by y, we have
'
X = v^t, y =: igt^.
VTLf we consider the scalar equations jC-si jt-s:.
and eliminate t we get
y = or y = ig(
x2
•y 2) 1.e. y — —n X
2Vr‘^’O ' o
The last equation is a parabola of the form x^ = 2py.
Hence x — 2Vp ^ is the equation of a parabola and the latus
vectum is 2vq^ the coefficient of y in the standard form of
6
the equation. Thus the path of a projectile Is parabolic.
3. Consider the motion of a particle that is always
directed towards or away from a fixed point, the exact law of
the force of attraction as a function of the distance being
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left indeterminate. The planetary motions are of this des¬
cription.




Since the right member la positive, the force is one of re¬
pulsion and since the acceleration is parallel to the radius,




But_^/dr -V - ^ -2- , ,dt^dt ^ ^ d_(-j ^
Hence (2) becomes d /dr x rv _ /—\
Multiplying (3) by dt we get
d(^ X r) = dCc),
dt . '
(3)
■^nd integrating we obtain ^ x r _
tdhere claaconstant vector perpendicular to the plane of r
and The rate of description is constant, and the orbit
dt
_
lies in a plane perpendicular to a constant vector c.
4. Simple Harmonic Motion.— Throughout the motion of a
pendulum which moves so that its maximum inclination to the
vertical is small, the. acceleration is proportional to the-
distance from the middle point of its path, and is directed
toward that point. A point which moves in this way is said
to move with simple harmonic motion. Thus if r is the dis¬
tance from a fixed point, of a point which moves with simple
harmonic motion, we :have, an equation, of the form
3‘iab








If we consider the scalar equation d^r -f m^r = 0 and let
dt^
r = e^^then
A + m^r = (n2+ (2)
And since (n^fm^)^^ = 0, n^fm^ — 0, we get
n = mi, . . (3)
and r = f
But cos mx + 1 sin mx and e^^= cos mx - i sin mx.
Hence r = C]^(cos mx f i sin mx) + C2(cos mx - i sin mx). (4)
Let A = C2^+C2 and B = i(c2-C2) where A and B are orbi-
trary constants.
Then r = (c]^+ C2)cos mx-+ 1(C]^-C2) sin mx ($ )
r = A cos mx B sin mx (6)
If we replace the arbitrary constants A and B by arbitrary
constant vectors a and b and r by r then we get
r = a cos mx 4 sin mx (7)
When r = a cos mx 4 b sin mx the vector r will then des¬
cribe an ellipse of which 2a and 2b are two conjugate dia¬
meters, If we .assiome a set of oblique Cartesian axes
X = a cos mx in magnitude and f = b sin mx,
then_2^ _ cos^mx,_^ _ sin\x.a2 b2
Hence x^ +_Z? _ cos^mx + sln^mx _ i~a2 ~
which is the equation of an ellipse referred to a pair of
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conjugate diameters of length 2a and 2b respectively*
r = a cos mx + sin mx is therefore one form of the
equation of an ellipse, if m is real.
r = a cos mx + b sin mx is the composition of two simple
harmonic motions along directions determined by a and b and
represents in general an ellipse inscribable in the parallelb
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